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Baghdad still has a fire temple repeatedly demolished by invading islamic forces its present building may be comparativ
traced back to immemorial antiquity when indian fire worship used to be observed all over west asia to the
chant of vedic hymns like somnath the baghdad fire temple was built over and over again by believers after
every demolition in islamic invasions
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Allah was one of the idols worshipped in the kaba temple in sanskrit allah means a u2018 mother u2018 or u2018 goddess u2018 india has an allopanishad and
alladistotra i e a chant in praise of the goddess
There is also considerable other evidence but now let us turn to iran and iraq both of those worlds derive from the sanskrit root u2018 ira u2018 meaning water in
sanskrit the term u2018 iranam u2018 means a salty barren ground the term u2018iran u2018 was therefore the name given to that region by sanskrit u2013 speaking
indian kshatriyas when they ruled over that land mass
Till very recently iraq was ruled by the barmak family barmak is a corrupt from of the sanskrit word a corrupt form of the sanskrit word paramak that was the title of
the head of the hindu religious cum cultural centre in balkh balkh is a corrupt form of the samnskrit name valhika ancient indian scriptures u2018 epics and the
puranas refer to the valhika country ruled by indian kshatriyas that some valhika later come to be known as balkh in mediaeval history in that balkh region is a village
which is still known as nav bahar that name derives from nbava vihara i e a new cultural cum religious centre it was the learned indian head of that centre who was
known s paramak due to repeated attacks by islamic armies he was compelled to became a muslim but even after becoming a muslim vonvert he maintained his links
with india for several centuries by sending iraqis to india for education and inviting indian administrators and doctors to man the entire administrative machinery of
iraq this piece of information is found in the preface by the german scholar dr edwarde d sachau to his book u201c albiruniu2019s india u201d
A part of ireq is called kurdisthan that is a sanskrit name the kurdia language and customs still bear unmistakable traces and stamp of their sanskrit and indian origin
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